
Simultaneous Games – Day 22 Questions 

Econ 201/Haworth 

 

 

There are 3 questions below, provided to test your understanding of this day’s material. 

 

To receive credit for this assignment, go to Assignments and find the folder entitled Daily 

Questions.  Inside that folder, you’ll find a folder entitled Section 3.  Once you’re in that folder, 

click on the link that says Game Theory - Day 22 and complete the assignment. When you are 

finished, you may submit.  Remember that the absolute deadline for submitting all Daily 

Question assignments from Section 3 is Thursday, April 20, at 9:00pm. 

 

Question 1: When it comes to cooperative agreements within one period games in general, which 

of the following could potentially help resolve the inherent instability of those agreements? 

a. increase the payoffs for players who choose the cooperative strategy 

b. allow players to monitor one another 

c. build trust between the players in the game 

d. all of the above, except a 

e. all of the above (a, b and c) 

 

Question 2:  Which of the following is the solution concept for a simultaneous game: 

a. find the dominant strategy for each player, if one exists 

b. locate the outcome with the greatest possible net benefit for each player 

c. the solution concept is provided by the phrase: look ahead, reason back 

d. the solution concept is provided by the phrase: maximize your payoff, minimize the payoff of 

your opponent 

e. both a and d are correct answers 

 

3. Assume that 2 individuals, Student and Teacher, who are participating in a game we’ll call the 

Final Exam game. Our Teacher must decide between writing a hard exam and an easy exam. 

The student must decide between studying a lot for that final, and not studying at all. Assume 

that the payoffs for each player are the Net Benefit they derive from each of the four possible 

outcomes. The teacher’s Net Benefit is expressed as NBT, and the student’s Net Benefit is 

expressed as NBS. 

 

The payoffs for our players are as follows: 

 If the teacher picks hard exam, and the student chooses study, then NBT = 4, NBS = 3 

 If the teacher picks hard exam, and the student chooses not study, then NBT = 2, NBS = 2 

 If the teacher picks easy exam, and the student chooses study, then NBT = 5, NBS = 4 

 If the teacher picks easy exam, and the student chooses not study, then NBT = 3, NBS = 5 



Question 3: what will be the outcome of this game if the game is played as a simultaneous game?  

a. the teacher will write a hard exam and the student will choose to study 

b. the teacher will write a hard exam and the student will choose to not study  

c. the teacher will write an easy exam and the student will choose to study 

d. the teacher will write an easy exam and the student will choose to not study 

 

 

 

 

Here is the box/matrix associated with the game discussed in Question #3. 
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